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Abstract

This paper summarizes an Honors Capstone Project performed by a group of three
students as a continuation to a Senior Capstone Project for the Mechanical Engineering, Product
Realization coursework. The objective of the Senior Capstone Project was to design and build a
three-dimensional (3D) additive metal printer by integrating a CNC machine with a metal inert
gas (MIG) welder. Commercially available parts were used where applicable and modified to
meet the design requirements.
The complimentary objective of the Honors Capstone Project was to seamlessly integrate
the software required to transform a modeled part into a printed part. The Honors Capstone team
set realistic goals that include being able to print basic shapes, such as cylinders, cubes, and
cones. The efforts of the team resulted in a solution that smoothly integrates every step of the
operation by implementing various software programs to make the system functional and easy to
use. The team hopes this accomplishment minimizes the amount of time required to create a part
using the system designed and built by the Senior Capstone Design Team. Overall, the team
wants to help place the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) at the forefront of free form
AM metal fabrication and offer a viable futuristic solution to the design and manufacturing of
complex metal parts.
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Introduction

This document begins with a project overview and includes a general discussion
indicating the main purpose the project will serve currently and in its future at UAH. Design
details are included to offer an understanding of the system, the subsystems, and their
interactions. The operation of the system is then described in detail, leading to an in-depth
discussion of the software programs utilized, including 3D modeling programs, Cura,
MATLAB®, NC Plotter, and Mach3©. The role of each piece of software is critical to the
successful and safe completion of each print, or build. The methods used to select, implement,
or create each program are described throughout the body of this report. The report wraps up
with a description of future software improvements and additional recommendations to improve
the system.
Project Purpose
The purpose of the Migatron 1000 is to print 3D metal parts using a MIG welding heat
source. Molten metal is deposited as a weld bead, per a prescribed sequence, layer by layer on
an X-Y plane to build up in the Z axis orientation. The product can utilize any weld wire, but is
specifically designed for steel or Inconel parts. The system and its procedures allow for
fabrication of near net shape metal components for testing and evaluation. Migatron’s main goal
is to greatly reduce manufacturing time and cost while maintaining a high quality of parts and
materials. The team’s mission is…
“To design a 3D metal printer to support Dr. J. Schneider’s research of additive
manufactured parts in the MAE Department at UAH. Migatron 1000 is intended
to utilize welding and CNC technology to create additive manufactured parts. In
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summary, we plan to build layer upon layer, integrating today’s technology to
build tomorrow’s future.”
The product prints 3D structures that can be used to investigate, analyze, and explore the
possibilities of the free form AM of metal components. The ability to control the print
characteristics of these metal components is the key to achieving desirable mechanical properties
that are formed during the repeated rapid melting and solidification of metals. The end goal of
this project is to enhance the understanding of the material quality and mechanical properties
achievable through the free form AM process created through the processes described in this
report.
Project Overview
This project builds on the successful completion of a two-semester senior design course,
MAE 490/491: Product Realization, which was instructed by Dr. Christina Carmen at UAH. The
objective of the Senior Capstone Project was to design and build a free form, 3D metal printer
for Dr. Judith Schneider. There were seven team members who completed the design, analysis,
reporting, part acquisition, and assembly of the Migatron 1000. These members were Nick
Peterson, Nathan Marchman, Daniel Sorrells, Logan Bryant, Tintsey Coates, Shane Charnock,
and James Block.
System design requirements were established during the Spring 2017 semester. These
requirements specified the outer envelope of the system to be 11 ft x 12 ft x 6 ft high with a build
envelope of 12 in x 12 in x 12 in. Validation and acceptance criteria for the Senior Capstone
Project were the automation of the printing of a straight-line bead and returning the machine to
its home, or starting position. The customer, Dr. Schneider, requested that this be accomplished
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with both steel and Inconel. This straight-line print requires only a very basic and
straightforward approach with the use of one software program, Mach3©.
The Honors Capstone Project described in this document, sought to enhance the Migatron
1000 printing capabilities by utilizing and integrating additional software to assist the designer in
freeform fabrication of more complex shapes. In addition to Mach3©, the Honors Capstone
Project added the use of 3D modeling programs, Cura, MATLAB®, and NC Plotter.
Product Design
This Migatron 1000 was designed during the Spring 2017 semester and built during the
Fall 2017 semester at UAH. The design team first researched AM processes, especially
methods used for metals. AM of metals is a significant area of research among engineers,
scientists, and materials experts since it affects the reliability of the printed parts. There are
concerns about strength, consistency, and impurities. Despite these obstacles, many companies
have begun to implement AM into their manufacturing processes.
One AM method widely used is powder bed printing. This method involves laying down
a thin layer of powder which is locally melted with a laser. Repeated recoating and remelting of
the layers of powder allows the buildup of the part. The limitation to these machines is the build
volume, since the largest build volume typically available is 2 ft x 1.3 ft x 1.6 ft.
To fabricate larger components, free form processes are being developed. These free
form processes can either deposit a blown powder or use solid wire feed. Heat to melt the
feedstock can be either a laser or an arc source such as MIG. Use of solid wire feed eliminates
the safety issues associated with powder processing. Free form AM systems are being developed
which mount the heat source on either a CNC gantry or robotic arm. Wire feed provides a
significantly faster deposition process which poses fewer safety hazards. The Senior Capstone
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project addresses this method of wire fed, free form AM processing using a MIG welding heat
source.
Based on the literature review, a list of requirements was written and agreed upon with
the customer. Once the requirements were completed, the conceptual design phase began. Three
gantry style concepts were evaluated based on a three-axis design which differed in the
movement of the X, Y, and Z axes. The system design included the base table, gantry, safety
cage, ventilation system, electronics, and a MIG welder. Figure 1 shows the Product Breakdown
Structure (PBS) with the overall system and its subsystems as documented in the Project
Requirements Document (PRD).

Figure 1: Product Breakdown Structure
The MIG torch is mounted on the gantry, which is controlled using slides, belts, ball
screws, and stepper motors coupled with a PLC to communicate the correct locations for each
axis. Commercially available gantries were evaluated prior to selection from a startup company
named Routakit. They provide routing machine kits for customers to assemble and install.
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The safety cage acts as a barrier for the user or any observers from potentially dangerous
moving parts while also doubling as a cable routing system and adding an aesthetically pleasing
touch to the overall design.
The MIG welder chosen for this system is a Hobart® Handler® 210MVP welder. This
welder was inexpensive and came with a recommendation from a disbanded company, Weld3D.
Additional information about this machine is available in Appendix B, along with further
specifications on the Routakit gantry.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the detailed rendering, which contains all the components of
the system, excluding the ventilation system, electrical wires, and cables. These CAD models
show all the labeled components along with overall dimensions.

Figure 2: Detailed Design Drawing Labeled (credit: N. Peterson)
Once the print has been started, the user is able to actively watch the print for any errors or issues
through an active camera monitoring system or directly, by using a welding helmet. Emergency
stops are physically located on the control box on the welding table and electronically though the
user control center.
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Figure 3: Detailed Design Drawing Dimensioned (credit: N. Peterson)
Additional views and a rendered CAD model of this system are shown in Figure 4, Figure 5, and
Figure 6.

Figure 4: Migatron 1000 Rendering (credit: N. Peterson)
The final product specifications are as follows:
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Product is 9 ft wide, 12 ft long, 6.3 ft high.



Product weighs approximately 1.3 tons, which includes the weight of the table and the
approximate weight of the gantry system.



Product has a wire feed rate of 10-600 ipm. This speed affects the quality of the weld.



Product has a welder head movement speed of 0-150 ipm.

Figure 5: Actual System, Front View (credit D. Sorrells)

Figure 6: Migatron 1000, Isometric View (credit D. Sorrells)
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Weld Bead Parameterization
After the design and assembly of Migatron 1000 was completed, the final task of the
Senior Capstone Project was to print a straight line controlled by the Mach3© software. To
determine the appropriate weld parameters for printing, numerous lines were printed using
varying torch speed, voltage, and wire feed speed as summarized in Table 1. Steel wire (ER 70S
6) and a steel base plate were used for this test. Highlighted green are the tests that achieved the
best visual results.
Table 1: Complete List of Weld Parameter Library

Using this information, the operator can vary the thickness and height of the weld bead to
vary the resolution and material properties of the part build. The plate used for Tests 1-3
described above is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Straight Line Bead Test Results
The line test results indicated that the size of the bead is affected mostly by torch speed
and wire feed rate (Tests 1 & 3), while voltage (Test 2) has the greatest impact on the quality of
the weld. Test 2 shows that only two voltages produced desirable weld beads. Table 2 lists all of
the line tests deemed successful and reproducible, and therefore, these are the recommended
weld parameters.
Table 2: List of Recommended Weld Parameters
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Honors Capstone Project
To allow printing of more complex shapes, the Honors Capstone Project integrated five
software programs. Beginning with the computer modeling of the 3D part and including active
monitoring of the print, these five software programs each play an important role.
Honors Capstone Project Concept of Operations
This concept of operations completed by the Senior Capstone Design team has been
updated to include the additions of the Honors Capstone Project. These additions are elaborated
further in later sections of this report. The concept of operations for the Migatron 1000 is
simultaneously simple and complex. Using the Migatron 1000 system requires a significant
degree of background information and knowledge of the system, however, once the user is
familiar with all systems, the task ideally becomes simplified. For very simple builds, the
software performs adequately, and the operator’s responsibilities are limited, however, the
operator must verify outputs and adjust settings. For more complex builds, the software
manipulation grows increasingly challenging. MATLAB® scripts have been created to
minimize human interactions with the code itself, but a certain amount of interaction is
unavoidable. Additionally, due to the expensive nature of certain weld materials the group hopes
to utilize, such as Inconel, the script outputs should always be verified prior to running a part
build. The concept of operations shows the basic actions performed by the operator and system.
The concept of operations is shown below in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Concept of Operations
The first step requires the user to create a 3D model using any available solid modeling
software. It is assumed that the user has background knowledge about the modeling software of
choice. Any modeling software is acceptable, as long as the file is exported to a file type that the
slicing software can interpret in step two. Cura, the open sourced slicing software selected and
integrated by the team, recommends using .stl files. The part designer must also be wary of the
free form printing capabilities. For example since the machine cannot print a layer of material
with no support material directly below it, the part should not have any features of this nature.
Additionally, if the average bead thickness of the weld material is an 1/8 in. wide, the designer
shall not include any details on the part that are smaller than this.
It should be noted that Cura was written for FDM plastic printers, which use a plastic
wire. Although similar in the wire form of the feedstock, there are differences between metal
and plastic which require modifications be made to the output code to accommodate. Since the
plastic does not build up significant heat, the layers are continuously deposited. The significant
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heat buildup with metal requires the use of pauses to allow cool down between layers. The other
major difference is in the use of shell and fill element deposition designs. The fill design
element for the plastic is intended to speed up deposition and is porous. This is not directly
applicable to wire feed deposition and the fill element design is not recommended to be used.
Once the part is exported into an acceptable file format, the file is uploaded into the slicer
software. The design team has utilized and integrated Cura for this step of the process; however,
other open source software could also be utilized. The slicer software takes the model and cuts it
into horizontal layers. The software allows the user to specify print material and bead properties.
It also allows the user to examine the print at each layer. Once the user is satisfied, this
information is exported from the software and saved as G code. G code is a simplified
programming language commonly used in manufacturing, and is commonly referred to as
machine language.
The G code must be modified for the Migatron to include instructions for the MIG
welder. Code modifications include an on/off command to be sent to the MIG welder while the
routing machine is moving so that it knows when to turn on, turn off, or change modes.
Therefore, the G code file is run through a MATLAB® function that adds in commands for the
welder, removes unnecessary commands, modifies feed rates (the speeds at which the gantry
moves), and adds pauses between layers. This MATLAB® code can be found in Appendix A.
Once this is completed, the user can look at the G code file and make any additional changes in
step four. Step four involves checking the G code by utilizing a G code simulator software
called NC Plotter. This software imitates the gantry movements from the G code file. The user
at this point is almost ready to initiate the run and can change the weld settings such as gas flow
rate, wire feed rate, and voltage.
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In step five, the run is initiated. The first step to initiating the run is loading the build
plate, turning on all necessary equipment, and loading the G code into Mach3©. Next, the
operator completes a safety check and puts on the proper protective equipment. Once the run
starts, the operator shall remain present in the room to monitor the system. An active emergency
stop (E-stop) feature is available both on the computer and routing machine in the event of an
error or emergency. The E-stop shuts down all functions and allows the user to regain control of
the system. Once the build is completed, the part can be removed from the build plate and any
necessary finishing and post-processing can be done on the part in step seven. The following
sections elaborate on the processes described here in steps 1-5 of the concept of operations.
These steps are specifically related to software integration, which is the purpose of this Honors
Capstone Project.
Step 1: 3D Modeling Software
The operation of Migatron 1000 is initialized by the design of a 3D model in a solid
modeling program. The Capstone group typically used SolidEdge since it is the modeling
program taught and used at UAH. It should be noted that any number of 3D modeling programs
may be adequate for completing this step, and it is mostly user preference for program selection.
There are a few important design considerations to be accounted for during solid
modeling. The most essential is understanding that the machine will print the part layer by layer,
from the bottom to the top. Unlike plastic 3D printers, the Migatron 1000 does not utilize
support material, therefore, limiting the complexity of “floating” geometries, such as arches or
angled geometry, that can be printed. Another important consideration is in creating thin-walled
geometry or solid geometry. The slicer software wants to create shells with in-fill. This means
that if a thin-walled feature is created, the Migatron will want to lay two beads, side-by-side, to
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complete the print, one for each wall of the thin-walled feature. Instead, what is often desired is
a thin-walled feature that is the thickness of one weld bead. To get a feature the thickness of one
weld bead, a solid geometry model may be necessary so that the slicing software only sees one
side to the shell. When the model is complete, it must be saved as a .stl file type to be
compatible with the slicer software described in Step 2.
Step 2: Slicer Software
The slicer software selected was Cura. It was chosen because it is relatively easy to use
and is completely open-source. It was originally created for a line of plastic 3D printers,
however, the output can be modified to fit the Migatron’s requirements. Cura is opened as any
other software program would be, and then the .stl model file is uploaded.
Drop Model into Software
In Cura select ‘File’  ‘Load Model File’  find the desired model file and click
‘Open’. The model can also be opened by manually dragging the model file onto the Cura
window and dropping it. The model should auto-populate if correctly dragged into the
workspace.
It should be emphasized that the model is best input to Cura as a .stl file. Cura uses and
outputs in metric, therefore if the 3D model was modeled in ANSI units, it must be corrected to
metric using the ‘Scale’ function. Cura leaves off the units when importing the .stl, but reattaches
units when outputting G code (e.g. if model is created in inches, scale factor should be 25.4 to
convert to millimeters, which is the default unit output of Cura).
Select Slicing Parameters
When the model has been properly uploaded into Cura and is being displayed on the
screen, click and hold on the model, while moving the mouse around, to set the orientation of the
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model to be printed. Take careful note of the positive X, Y, and Z axes of the Migatron printer,
and align the model within Cura to match the desired axes of the build. Understanding axes is
especially important for rectangular shaped builds, but should be understood for all builds to
avoid critical mistakes. Not understanding orientation could lead to the torch running into a
clamp or off the build plate entirely. An error in orientation may not be noticed until a dry run is
performed, and even an improperly oriented dry run can cause damage to the system. The
coordinate system is configured in Mach3© as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Orientation of Global and Local Axes
Once oriented correctly, choose the desired thickness (Z dimension) of each slice based
on empirically determined bead height of the weld parameters and material being used. Other
important parameters that will affect the build include filament thickness (weld wire thickness in
this application) and fill percentage. It is the user’s responsibility to understand the relationship
of bead thickness to weld parameters, which will vary for each material. If set carefully, the
slicer settings can be set to allow for a desired amount of “overlap” of two side-by-side
beads. This will affect part quality and should be carefully considered and tested.
Note: The slicing thickness will heavily depend on the welding parameters set on the welder as
well as the wire diameter being used for the print.
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The “Layer Height” in Cura should be set to the same bead height for the weld
parameters desired. The “Shell Thickness” is what drives the overlap in many builds. This shell
thickness can be changed anywhere from 1% to 70% of the bead thickness depending on the
desired overlap. It is the user’s responsibility to research the parameters to finalize the build
height and overlap programmed.
Once the parameters have been set, select ‘File’  ‘Save G code’ saving this file will
output a G code file (.gcode) that can be viewed in most programs that can read and edit text
(.txt) files. It is very important that this G code file is saved in the same folder as the MATLAB®
‘texteditor’ file otherwise the post-processor will not work.
Step 3: G Code Post-Processor
After sectioning the CAD part in Cura, the output G code file must be edited. Thus, a
post-processor program (Appendix A) was written to edit the G code file. This was required as
Cura was developed for FDM plastic printers and therefore has a lot of unnecessary code for this
application. The G code must also be modified to allow for communication between the welder,
Routakit, and Mach3© software. The major changes that can be made with this post-processor
include:


Change G0 feed rate (movement with torch off)



Change G1 feed rate (movement with torch on)



Remove extrusion rate information (not needed by the Migatron)



Add a dwell between each layer



Add commands to control the welder
The G code post-processor was created in MATLAB® and should be located within the

MATLAB® folder. Three files must be present in this folder in order to run: the .gcode file
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output by Cura, ‘texteditor’, and ‘texteditfcn’. The latter is the function called by ‘texteditor’
and does not need to be opened. To run the post-processor, open the ‘texteditor’ script and
follow the directions outlined at the start of the script. The basic user inputs include: the G code
file name, desired name of the file output, two feed speeds and dwell time.

Figure 10: User Inputs
Figure 10 shows user inputs to the MATLAB® script ‘texteditor.’ These inputs represent
the only major interaction the user has with this program. The user must place their G code file
into the ‘MATLAB’ documents folder on the computer and then update the Original File Name
on line 3 of the snippet of code in Figure 10. The New File Name input specifies what the new
file will be named. The feed speeds are the speeds traveled by the machine during G0 (travel)
and G1 (welding) lines of code. The G1 speed affects the bead dimensions and bead quality,
particularly in relation to a set group of weld parameters. This speed should be carefully chosen
based on empirical data.
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An important feature of the G code post-processing program is the addition of the dwell
feature. With plastic 3D printers, it is not necessary to allow the material to cool between layers
of the build. Plastic parts are built at significantly lower temperatures and the plastic cools and
solidifies almost instantly. For metal, however, it is important to add a cooling period between
each layer, called a dwell. The dwell should allow each layer to cool to a predetermined
temperature (found empirically for each build size and varying with weld parameter and
material). The length of the dwell can be adjusted with the fifth input to the script, ‘dwell =
P30,’ where ‘30’ is the time in seconds between each layer. The Z height at which the machine
dwells is determined by the overall height of the build and is actually detected within the postprocessing software. The machine will move to a height slightly higher than the overall Z height
of the build prior to the dwell beginning. An example of what the resultant dwell code looks like
in the G code file after processing is included in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Dwell G Code Addition by Post-Processor
The first line is a comment line that signifies to the user the start of the dwell. The
second line includes a G0 line, which means the gantry is moving while the welder is off. The
user is reassured here that the welder will not be on with ‘M09,’ the G code command used to
flip off the relay that powers the welder. Z height shown in the G0 line was automatically
detected by the post-processor and is located five millimeters above the highest Z height detected
in the G code file. This prevents the dwell movements from running into the part build.
After the dwell input in the ‘texteditor’ inputs, there are ‘weldon’ and ‘weldoff’ variables
present. These commands are determined through user interface settings in Mach3© and can be
changed in the future if necessary. These commands are included in the user inputs, but
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realistically, they may likely never change. When Mach3© reads ‘M07’ from the G code, it
knows to activate the relay in the control box which turns the welder on. ‘M09’ turns the welder
off.
Step 4: NC Plotter
After the post-processing of Cura’s G code, the post-processor file output should be
verified with a G code simulation software. For this application, NC Plotter has been
incorporated. This software has the ability to read the post-processed G code file and simulate a
machine operation path based on the coordinates and commands in the file as shown in Figure
12. This allows the user to see in fast-forwarded time what the machine will want to do when
this G code is read in Mach3©.

Figure 12: Cone in NC Plotter
The NC Plotter software differentiates between G0 and G1 lines by using a different
color line to represent each respective command. G0 motions are represented by dotted blue
lines, while G1 motions are represented by solid white lines. This simulation should be rotated,
zoomed out, zoomed in, and examined very carefully for any undesirable or stray movements of
the machine. Although elementary in nature, even the order the layers are applied should be
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observed, to verify the part is being built from the base up. These checks are important to
preserve the safety and health of Migatron 1000 by preventing any stray, unexpected, or
potentially hazardous movements of the machine.
Step 5: Mach3©
Mach3© is a program used to process G code and send machine instructions to the
control box for processing by the system. This software is commonly used in industry and
manufacturing. Mach3© integration instructions as provided by the gantry supplier, Routakit,
were followed. The main integration setup included interfacing the control box of the gantry
with the computer via an ethernet cable. This cable carries instructions that control the stepper
drive motors, E-stop, and welder relay. Once IP addresses were established, communication
between the machines worked as expected. Next, the gantry was calibrated. This simple
calibration was completed entirely within Mach3©, and it calibrated the distance recorded by the
machine as the gantry travels across the table. This calibration is an integral component to the
gantry’s accuracy and to the repeatability of prints. The last item to be done in Mach3© was to
set commands for the welder to turn on and off via the G code. As described earlier, ‘M07’ turns
the welder on while the command ‘M09’ turns the welder off. These commands are associated
to a set of pins through the Mach3© software. These pins are the designated pins located within
the control box that open or close the welder relay.
Software Versions
For compatibility reasons, the name and version of the software programs used is
included in the table below. Should the steps described in this document suddenly cease to work,
especially relating to the post-processor and Cura, the user should first look to ensure no
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software updates have been recently installed. Updates can alter the way G code is written from
Cura and therefore, the way it is processed by the MATLAB® script.
Table 3: Software Versions Used
Software
SolidEdge
Cura
MATLAB®
NC Plotter
Mach3©

Version
Any version
14.01
R2015b (8.6.0)
V2.34
R3.043.062

If a necessary software update does occur, the user should verify that the software is still
properly integrating.
Project Reflection
Results
Overall, the Senior Capstone and Honors Capstone Projects were successful. The
customer, Dr. Schneider, is satisfied with the work that has been completed in both cases. The
Migatron 1000 met the functional requirements, and the software performed adequately
throughout testing. Each software individually worked well, and the team was encouraged by
the G code post-processing script that was written in MATLAB®.
Future Improvements
The Migatron is an ongoing project that will be continued by Dr. Schneider’s students for
years to come. There is a plethora of related topics for student research, at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Heat transfer, active sensing, material properties, weld
engineering, and new techniques are just a few examples of related projects or topics of study
related to this Capstone.
The two topics of study that are most related to this Honors Capstone Project are the
active sensing challenge and the weld technique adjustments. Active sensing refers to adding
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sensors into the system that provide live feedback and can alter the G code in real time during a
print to account for certain factors that are relatively unpredictable. Sensors can be installed to
measure the Z height of each current layer, and active changes to the G code during a build
would mean the arc length stays consistent throughout the build.
Temperature sensing could also be included to increase or decrease the dwell time as
needed during a build. Due to each build being so unique in its geometry, the rate of cooling can
be unpredictable. It is important to monitor temperature of the welded part to improve overall
part quality. Active sensing would also greatly reduce the amount of necessary human
interaction during a build to create a part of high quality. It would also make each print more
reproducible and would help to alleviate a degree human error from each print.
The second improvement mentioned, is referred to as technique. There is a considerable
amount of skill and training necessary to be considered or to become a good welder. Some of
these skills can be very difficult to teach a computer. For example, when welding corners or
tight curves, it is common for the Migatron to lay down more material in these areas than in
straight lines. To a human welder, this would be easy to correct for by simply increasing the
torch speed at these locations. Unfortunately for the Migatron, this means the G code would
have to be edited to account for this. Performing “geometry checks” such as this within the G
code would be challenging, however, it would profoundly improve the weld consistency and
quality of each layer. Additionally, it may be desired to travel a certain direction around a path or
starting and stopping a layer in different locations. Creating a program that can edit the G code
in ways such as this for the user would save a substantial amount of time when testing how these
technique factors affect the quality of prints. The Migatron has come a long way since the
beginning of this Capstone project, and it will only continue to grow and improve through the
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brilliant, young minds, it could become a substantial contribution to the AM industry and its
common goals.
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Appendix A: G Code Post-Processor
Below and included is the code used for the MATLAB® post-processing script used by
the team as of November 30, 2017. There are two files necessary to run the post-processor. The
first is ‘texteditor3’. This file allows user inputs of the original file name, new file name, feed
rate for G0, feed rate for G1, dwell, weld on, and weld off commands. Instructions and
formatting for these inputs is provided in the beginning of ‘texteditor3’ as seen below.
% USER INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Instructions:
%
1.) Input the following parameters below, following the syntax
%
provided.
%
2.) The Original File must be located in the Matlab folder on
%
the computer.
%
3.) The New File Name must be unique to any other file currently in
%
the Matlab folder.
%
4.) If no dwell is desired between layers, set "dwell = '';"
%
5.) Once desired inputs are set, click Run.
%
6.) The New File will appear in the Matlab folder.
%
Note: Matlab folder must also contain function file 'texteditfcn3.m'

% Original File Name
% 'File name' followed by '.' followed by 'file type'
filename = 'Cone Test 2 Cura.gcode';
% New File Name
% 'File name' followed by '.' followed by 'file type'
newfilename = 'Cone Test 2 Matlab.txt';
% Feed Rate g0 (speed of gantry when not welding)
frg0 = 'F100';
%format is 'FXXX'
% Feed Rate g1 (speed of gantry during welding)
frg1 = 'F50';
%format is 'FXXX'
% Dwell between layers (measured in seconds)
dwell = 'P30';
%format is 'PXXX'
% Welder on command
weldon = 'M07';
% Welder off command
weldoff = 'M09';
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% END USER INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% DO NOT EDIT BELOW THIS POINT FOR STANDARD PROCEDURE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%
%
%
%

Version 3
Created by: James Block
Contact: jcb0046@uah.edu
Date: October 27,2017

% Opens original file 'filename'
fileID=fopen(filename);
formatspec = '%c';
%
A=fscanf(fileID,formatspec);
fclose(fileID);
A;

%c reads every character

sizeA = length(A);
% Basic idea of this program:
%
Determine the appropriate height to dwell.
%
Find a new line character to identify a new line in the code.
%
Check this line and edit as desired (texteditfcn3 function)
%
Return this line and concatenate it to a new matrix
%
Write this new matrix to a New File
numline = 1;
%initialize number of lines
rowbegin = 1;
%denotes beginning element 'i' of row
% empty character array to initialize Anew as the array to hold all new
% lines of code
Anew = char.empty(0,1);
%binary value establishing welder value = false
%welder status should be 0, welder off, for first iteration
weldstatprev = 0;
lengthZ = 0; Zold = 0;
%This for loop identifies build height from the code and figures out an
%appropriate height to dwell at.
for i=1:sizeA
if A(1,i) == 'Z'
lengthZ = 0;
for j = 1:6
if A(1,i+j) ~= sprintf('\r\n')
lengthZ = lengthZ + 1;
end
end
Znew = A(1,i+1:i+lengthZ);
Zcnv2num = str2num(Znew);
if size(Zcnv2num)>=1
Zold = Zcnv2num;
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end
end
end
%Establish dwell position to be 5 mm higher than the "highest" layer
Zdwell = Zold + 5
for i=1:sizeA
if A(1,i) == sprintf('\n')
rowchars = i - rowbegin + 1;
codeline = char.empty(0,rowchars);
j = rowbegin;
for k=1:rowchars
codeline(1,k) = A(1,j);
% each code line currently includes new line character %important to keep for when rewriting to txt file...
%just remember it's there
j = j+1;
end
[newcode, weldstatout] =
texteditfcn3(codeline,frg0,frg1,dwell,weldon,weldoff,weldstatprev,Zdwell);
weldstatprev = weldstatout;
%sets weldstatprev equal to weldstatout from the previous loop
numline = numline+1;
rowbegin = i+1;
%Need to concatenate newcode into vector of all new code lines
Anew = [Anew, newcode];

if size(newcode)>=3
M30 = strcmp(newcode(1,1:3),'M30');
if M30 == 1
break
end
end
end
end
Anew = [Anew, sprintf('\r\n'),'M09'];
fileIDnew=fopen(newfilename,'w');
formatspecnew = '%c';
for r=1:size(Anew)
fprintf(fileIDnew,formatspecnew,Anew(r,:));
end
fclose(fileIDnew);
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As seen in the above code, ‘texteditor’ calls the function ‘texteditfcn3’. This function
evaluates each line of G code submitted via ‘texteditor3’ and modifies it for compatibility with
Migatron 1000. Additionally, it tracks whether the welder is on or off, so that it can insert weld
on and weld off commands per specified by the user inputs in ‘texteditor3’. The function
‘texteditfcn3’ is included below. Comments throughout the code explain the intentions of
various lines of code.
function [newcode, weldstatout] =
texteditfcn3(origcode,fg0,fg1,dwell,weldon,weldoff,weldstatus,Zdwell)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This function takes in a character array, origcode, and edits it
to a desirable form for MIGATRON 1000 setup of Mach3
Input:
origcode - original line of code, character array
fg0 - feed rate for G0
fg1 - feed rate for G1
dwell - dwell/pause between layers
weldon - command for turning welder on
weldoff - command for turning welder off
weldstatus - tracks whether welder is on or off, binary
0 = off, 1 = on
Zdwell - appropriate, adjusted height set for all dwells; larger
value than the highest layer
Output:
newcode - edited character array
weldstatout - passes weldstatus back to texteditor3.m in order to be
passed back
Version 3
Created by: James Block
Contact: jcb0046@uah.edu
Date: October 27, 2017

%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Improvements to this file:
%
1.) Concatenate newcodeline using something more like
%
newcode = [newcode,' ',feedspeed,' ',weldmessage,sprintf('\n')]
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%
OR strcat(s1,s2,...,sN) function. strcat ignores blank chars such
%
as spaces and return carriages
%
2.) Test for strings
%
use strcmp(s1,s2)... this compares two strings and returns a
%
binary value
%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Initializing variables
sizeorig = length(origcode);
sizefg0 = length(fg0);
sizefg1 = length(fg1);
sizedwell = length(dwell);
sizeweldon = length(weldon);
sizeweldoff = length(weldoff);
%To add dwell between layers
if sizeorig>=7
TF = strcmp(origcode(1,1:7),';LAYER:');
lay0 = strcmp(origcode(1,1:8),';LAYER:0');
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
weldstatout = weldstatus;
found in origcode

%weldstatus/out will remain the same if unchanged with a G0 or G1

%Tests for ';CURA' and deletes line (found at end of cura file)
if origcode(1,1)==';' && origcode(1,2)=='C' && origcode(1,3)=='U' && origcode(1,4)=='R' &&
origcode(1,5)=='A'
newcode = sprintf('\r\n');
return
%Checks for layer count comment and adds dwell between layers
elseif sizeorig>=7 && TF == 1 && lay0 == 0
newcode = [origcode,sprintf('\r\n'),';Dwell:',sprintf('\r\n'),'G0 Z',num2str(Zdwell),'
',weldoff,sprintf('\r\n'), 'G4 ' , dwell, sprintf('\r\n'),sprintf('\r\n')];
return
%This code keeps comment lines from the original
elseif origcode(1,1)==';' || origcode(1,2)==sprintf('\n') || origcode(1,1) == '('
newcode = origcode;
return
%Tests for G21, leaves it in code
elseif origcode(1,1)=='G' && origcode(1,2)=='2' && origcode(1,3)=='1'
newcode = origcode;
return
%Tests for G90, leaves it in code
elseif origcode(1,1)=='G' && origcode(1,2)=='9' && origcode(1,3)=='0'
newcode = origcode;
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return
%Tests for 'M109' and deletes it if found. This code can be copied and rewritten for other
repeated lines of code
%that should be deleted
elseif origcode(1,1)=='M' && origcode(1,2)=='1' && origcode(1,3)=='0' && origcode(1,4)=='9'
newcode = sprintf('\r\n');
return
%Tests for 'M05' and deletes it. Usually found at end of cura txt file
elseif origcode(1,1)=='M' && origcode(1,2)=='0' && origcode(1,3)=='5'
newcode = sprintf('\r\n');
return
%Tests for 'M30' and keeps it
%every time
elseif origcode(1,1)=='M' && origcode(1,2)=='3' && origcode(1,3)=='0'
newcode = origcode;
return
%Tests for 'M107' and deletes it if found.
elseif origcode(1,1)=='M' && origcode(1,2)=='1' && origcode(1,3)=='0' && origcode(1,4)=='7'
newcode = sprintf('\r\n');
return
%Tests for 'T0' and removes if found
elseif origcode(1,1)=='T' && origcode(1,2)=='0'
newcode = sprintf('\r\n');
return

%Matches appropriate speed to G0 and G1 and checks welder status
elseif origcode(1,1)=='G' && origcode(1,2)=='0' && origcode(1,3)==' '
speed = fg0; sizespeed = sizefg0;
weldstatout = 0;
if weldstatus == 1
weldmessage = weldoff;
else
weldmessage = '';
end
elseif origcode(1,1)=='G' && origcode(1,2)=='1' && origcode(1,3)==' '
speed = fg1; sizespeed = sizefg1;
weldstatout = 1;
if weldstatus == 0
weldmessage = weldon;
else
weldmessage = '';
end
else
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%errormessage, catch-all for lines that are not addressed in this
%if-elseif code block
error('line not recognized, please check and add code as needed')
return
end
%keeps old code right up until the letter 'E'
%This code should only be executed for lines that start with G0 and G1...
for i=1:sizeorig
if origcode(1,i) == 'E'
keeporig = i-1;
%figures out how many characters to keep of old
break
else
keeporig = sizeorig - 2;
end
end
%length needed of newcode
sizeweld = length(weldmessage);
lengthnew = keeporig + sizespeed + 1 + sizeweld + 2;
%+2 at end for carriage return character and new line character
%G0 lines need an extra space after their last 'dimension' because they
%don't have an 'E' in them
if origcode(1,1)=='G' && origcode(1,2)=='0' && origcode(1,3)==' '
lengthnew = lengthnew+1;
keeporig = keeporig+1;
end
newcode = blanks(lengthnew);
for i=1:keeporig
newcode(1,i) = origcode(1,i);
end
%G0 lines need an extra space after their last 'dimension' because they
%don't have an 'E' in them
if origcode(1,1)=='G' && origcode(1,2)=='0' && origcode(1,3)==' '
newcode(1,keeporig) = ' ';
end
for i=1:sizespeed
k=keeporig+i;
newcode(1,k) = speed(1,i);
end
newcode(1,(keeporig+sizespeed+1))=' ';
%inserts space between feed rate and weldmessage
for i=1:sizeweld
m=keeporig+sizespeed+1+i;
newcode(1,m) = weldmessage(1,i);
end
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newcode(1,(lengthnew-1):lengthnew) = sprintf('\r\n');
fcount = 0;
fmarker = [0,0];
spacecounter = 0;
sizef = 0;
for i=1:lengthnew
if newcode(1,i) == 'F'
fcount = fcount+1;
fmarker(1,fcount) = i;
end
if fcount>0 && spacecounter<1 && newcode(1,i)~=' '
sizef = sizef + 1;
elseif fcount>0 && spacecounter<1 && newcode(1,i) == ' '
spacecounter = spacecounter + 1;
end
end
if fcount == 2
newcode = [newcode(1,1:(fmarker(1,1)-1)),newcode(1,(fmarker(1,1)+sizef+1):lengthnew)];
end
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